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If you get stuck in repairing a defective appliance download this repair information for help. See below.
Good luck to the repair!

Please do not offer the downloaded file for sell only use it for personal usage!

Looking for similar panasonic manual?
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	If you have any question about repairing write your question to the Message board. For this no need registration.
	If the site has helped you and you also want to help others, please Upload a manual, circuit diagram or eeprom that is not yet available on the site.
Have a nice Day!
	See related repair forum topics below. May be help you to repair.



Warning!
If you are not familiar with electronics, do not attempt to repair!
You could suffer a fatal electrical shock! Instead, contact your nearest service center!



Note! To open downloaded files you need acrobat reader or similar pdf reader program. In addition,  
some files are archived,
so you need WinZip or WinRar to open that files. Also some files are djvu so you need djvu viewer to open them.

These free programs can be found on this page: needed progs

If you use opera you have to disable opera turbo function to download file!

If you cannot download this file, try it with CHROME or FIREFOX browser.
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Relevant TV forum topics:

Panasonic TX-68PS20A GP3 chassis. No NTSC-M option?

Hello,
I have a Panasonic TX-68PS20A  68cm (29") Television with a GP3 chassis. (Australian PAL model)
The documentation I have found online says that the gp3 chassis supports VHF PAL-B/G and NTSC-M. However my tv doesnt support M audio. It just tunes the video and gives white noise through the audio since it's looking for B audio even though it's displaying ntsc video just fine.
I have found no options for this in any of the service menus I've accessed. Am I missing something?

I don't mind if I have to reflash something to make this work.

Here is the pdf which I read the specs from, it's not for this model but a similar one with a gp3 chassis. http://elektrotanya.com/cgi-bin/download2.cgi?uid=37145&cid=1417425157&fid=117149&file=panasonic_tx-29psxx_gp-3.pdf&x=26&y=30

Panasonic tx49dx600e nem kapcsol be. 13-as hibakod. Megoldva

Üdv!

A gép bekapcsolás után zöld led nagyon sűrűn viloog majd zöld led megmarad. Táp megy, de a háttér nem, Bl onon nincs semmi. Egy idő után kiáll 13 villogásra. A mainen sincs pl 12v amit egy kapcsoló táp állít elő, de az ic itt sem kap enable jelet.

Main száma TNPH1160. Esetleg eladó vagy ötlet a javításhoz?

 A hiba az emmc újraírásával megoldodott

Panasonic TX-L42ETW5 Device does not start anymore, stand-by LED lights up red, no SOS error code

Manufacturer: Panasonic



Type: TX-L42ETW5



Chassi: LA35







Hello everybody,



I could determine or measure the following with the device:



Device does not start anymore, stand-by LED lights red when device is plugged in and flashes red as soon as an IR command (key press) is sent via the remote control. Voltages of power supply STB 5V and signal LCD_TV_SUB_ON come from A-board. Power supply starts, supplies P15V and SUB1.1V, 1.5V, 1.8V, 3.3V, 5V, HDMI3.3V and USB5V are generated on the A-Board (stand for about 2.5 seconds). Then signal LCD_TV_SUB_ON goes low (voltages go away to STB 5V) and after about 2 seconds back to high (endless). What is missing is the voltage PNL12V which is switched on by PANEL_VCC_ON2. PANEL_VCC_ON2 always has a low signal and does not change its state. Power supply also provides for the 2.5 seconds the 24V for the backlight. Clocking of LCD_TV_SUB_ON starts immediately after plugging in the mains plug (also without IR command). SOS error code is not output. The over-voltage circuit in IC 5000 pin 7 also does not respond. Attached is the timing diagram from the technical training of Panasonic where I have drawn until when the boot process behaves normally.



In my opinion a mistake on the A-board? Does anyone have a tip?



greetings



Andi

PANASONIC TX-28LD4C

  Üdv!
 A fenti tv néhány naponként ill. hetenként röpteti a sorvégtranzisztort.
 Egyébként tökéletesen működik. A sorvég nem melegszik. Sanszos kondikat
 cseréltem.Van valakinek ötlete?
 Köszönettel: töröká
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If you want to join us and get repairing help please sign in or sign up by completing a simple electrical test
or write your question to the Message board without registration.
You can write in English language into the forum (not only in Hungarian)!


E-Waste Reduce


      

    

    







